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A Vaccine With A Dirty Little Secret

Once upon a time there was a little vaccine.
He was loved dearly by his makers.
You’re going to stop two types of Cervical Cancer
And save hundreds of lives claimed its makers!

The Human Papillomavirus
Is a nasty sexually transmitted disease You’ve been designed to stop girls getting it You’ll be hailed a hero and parents will be pleased!

They made this vaccine from Aluminium
And from particles of a moth.
They filled the vials to the top
And packed them in a box.

He and his brothers were on their way
To save a population of little girls from HPV!
But not enough research had been done
When the vaccine had begun.

Nurses and doctors said it was safe.
Administered it, not knowing the fate.
Children started feeling faint,
Dizziness and headaches but it was too late.

A month or so later
Batch number two arrived.
Parents were not really surprised.
It’s going to save our daughters’ lives!

But as the days and months wore on
Some girls began showing symptoms of alarm
Aching muscles and joints that were stiff,
Headaches, dizziness, faintness and fits!

Girls that were active
Could no longer do sports
Became lethargic
And sadly resorted to supports!

Little girls, daughters, granddaughters
Sought help from their doctors.
Who, unaware the little girls had been vaccinated,
Had no answers!

The pain and suffering of your child The guilt that places on you - is not mild.
Why did I listen?
Why did I trust?

The leaflet said ‘a little pain’.
The nurse had given it again and again.
It’s perfectly safe.
It’s been trialled and tested!

But who is to blame?
The little vaccine is - oh shame!
Government Officials tell you it’s safe
But once your girls are jabbed it is too late!

Let’s think about this for a while.
What is in that nasty little vial?
That can cause so much pain
And damage everlasting.

It’s aluminium of course!
A well known neurotoxin at the most!
This little ingredient travels to the brain
Where it causes a lot of pain.

It’s an incorrect assumption that aluminium is safe
They’ve not only jabbed us but put it on our plate!
It’s in our food, our drinks, our hair.
But the Government do not care!

For the makers it’s a money maker
From the coffers of our Government’s purse
They’re making money off little girls
That hurt, and hurt and hurt.

So parents what can you do?
Question! Question! Every time!
Don’t be fooled by HPV immunisation Don’t let your child end up like MINE!

Stand up and be counted Write to the Press.
Inundate your Councillors with letters at best.
But most of all listen to the parents of the rest!!

I’ve been in the Press,
Written letters to MSP’s,
And had a reply from The First Minister,
I’ve been on STV too.

So as you can see, I am trying and trying.
But I need lots of help.
So I’m appealing to mothers about the vaccine.

PLEASE HELP ME AND THE MANY OTHER MOTHERS
TO SAVE A LIFE, NOT DESTROY IT.

